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tricot10-6 Airy Dolman

Summary
Back: Cast on with long-tail cast-on method. Work in k1p1 ribbing and stockinette stitch. Bind off.

Right & left front: Cast on with long-tail cast-on method. Work in k1p ribbing, then in k1p1 ribbing and pattern 
stitches A & B according to charts for right front and left front. When finished, place stitches on stitch holder(s); do 
not bind off. Seam live stitches of center back section together with three-needle bind-off method (refer to finishing 
schematic).

Finishing:  Seam front to back with stitches-to-rows mattress stitch. Referring to finishing schematic, seam areas 
indicated with mattress stitch. Pick up stitches around armholes; work edging in k1p1 ribbing in the round. Bind off 
in pattern.

Abbreviations:
BO = bind off
CO = cast on
k = knit
OH = on hold (that is, place on stitch holder(s))
p = purl
pm = place marker
PU = pick up
st st = stockinette stitch

Suggested yarn:
• Keito-Zakka Stores Confetti [42% acrylic, 34% wool, 24% nylon; 98 yds/90m per 1.23 oz./35g skein];
     • color #07 caramel, 8 skeins [280g]

Tools/Notions:
• 4.5mm (US 7) and 5.1mm (approx. US 8) knitting needles or sizes necessary to achieve gauge
• cable needle

Finished measurements:
• torso width 84cm/33.07"
• back length 70cm/27.56"

Gauge (10cm/4" square):
• stockinette stitch: 15 sts and 22 rows
• pattern stitch A: 15 sts and 25 rows
• pattern stitch B: 31 sts and 25 rows
• k1p1 ribbing (4.5mm needles): 15 sts and 26 rows
• k1p1 ribbing (with 5.1mm needles): 14 sts and 25 rows

Gauge may vary according to individual knitting style. Change needle size if necessary to achieve gauge. Alternatively, 
rework pattern with your own gauge measurements.
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※In the event all the stitches do not fit on one pair of straight 
needles, use a circular needle or double-pointed needles. 
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※After working ribbing at hem, you will need to increase 9 sts in each 
pattern stitch B section. Also increase 1 st at outermost pattern stitch A 
section on front and back. Total of 19 increases on front and 19 on back.
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Finishing
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Align ☆ to ☆ and ★ to ★, 
then seam with mattress stitch.
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